
Commentary

The debate surrounding fast-track publication should
not be strictly an academic one. The public has a
vested interest in seeing some research rushed into

print: studies that reveal new or unexpected microbial or en-
vironmental threats to health, innovations that signal im-
portant advances in the treatment of serious illness, or
newly uncovered serious adverse effects of specific treat-
ments or medications that need to be revealed quickly to the
public. In addition, innovations that might have an impor-
tant effect on the cost of delivering health care are not with-
out immediate interest. Admittedly, those kinds of bomb-
shells are rare. Still, it tells us that the principal motive
behind fast-tracking — of alerting the public to real dangers
and opportunities — is sound. Yet, as the paper by William
Ghali and colleagues in this issue (page 1137)1 makes clear,
articles given accelerated publication are not necessarily
more important from a scientific or clinical point of view
than those handled in the usual fashion by journals.

Papers are fast-tracked for a host of reasons, chief
among them fierce competition among journals for inter-
esting and controversial articles. There is also an element
of keeping up with the Joneses. Once The Lancet cover was
adorned with a red bird indicating that an article had been
fast-tracked, it was not at all surprising that both the British
Medical Journal (with an oval-wheeled bicycle symbol) and
CMAJ with the fleet-footed (and wily) Mercury rapidly fol-
lowed.2,3 And now that Nature has introduced online pre-
publication (to draw attention to 2 articles on the molecular
biology of the bacteria that causes anthrax), we will soon be
bombarded by articles that presumably cannot wait a few
more days for a regular publication date.

Among journalists in the mainstream press, however,
fast-tracking is largely a nonissue. An informal survey
among a number of my fellow health care reporters revealed
a near-unanimous view that fast-tracking does not necessar-
ily imply superior quality. Rather, reporters wonder why
only a select few articles are expedited. Why is the whole
process of publishing research in journals not speeded up in
its entirety rather than selectively? And, why is more effort
not expended on weeding out marginal research instead of
concentrating efforts to get a few articles into print a bit
earlier? Ghali and his colleagues1 make the point diplomati-
cally by stating that “our findings call into question current

publication practices. Journals in some instances are not ex-
pediting the publication or release of important articles, and
in other instances are selecting relatively less important arti-
cles for expedited publication.”

Journalists are, to a certain extent, puzzled by the selec-
tion criteria and methods used by medical and scientific
journals. But I suspect that the head-scratching is mutual. I
am often asked by health professionals how journalists and
news editors decide what medical and health news to cover
on a daily basis. Story ideas come from a number of sources:
the political arena, the courts, news events, published re-
ports and, of course, journals. Given the appetite for health
news, there is never any shortage of topics. The challenge is
not so much deciding what to cover, but what not to cover.

A reporter like myself scans about 20–25 journals a
week. We receive most of them under embargo, meaning
that they arrive about a week before publication date. Many
journals and the universities, research institutes and corpo-
rations with which researchers are affiliated also publish
press releases simultaneously. From that weekly pool of a
couple of hundred research articles, we will, at my paper,
usually write 2–3 articles — and during a slow news week
maybe double that number. Narrowing the number down
is not as hard as it might seem on the surface. Regular read-
ers of journals know that, regardless of the publication,
each issue contains a lot more chaff than wheat.

Above all, we look for news that has broad appeal — it
generally has to be understandable to the lay public and have
some relevance to their personal health, or to the broader
health system. Naturally, you will see more coverage of treat-
ments for heart disease than of new techniques in microbiol-
ogy. At a paper like The Globe and Mail, we also pay particular
attention to the work of Canadian researchers, which often
would not otherwise be covered by the wire services.

All media look for controversy: research that questions
popular wisdom is far more likely to get coverage than a
study affirming it. The article by Nancy Baxter and col-
leagues4 in the June 26 issue of CMAJ questioning the ben-
efits of routine breast self-examination is a perfect example
of an article that is both broadly relevant and highly con-
troversial. At the same time, we try to avoid covering re-
search breakthroughs that offer false hope. Many a scientist
has “cured” cancer in a petri dish, and even in the occa-
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sional lab mouse; this type of finding is undoubtedly im-
portant but, unfortunately, readers all too often expect
these miracle cures to be available to them that same day.
This is not meant as a slight to health consumers, who are
much more sophisticated than we tend to give them credit
for; rather, our readership expects findings reported in the
newspaper to be tangible, not theoretical. In addition to
hard news, we scour the journals for quirky and amusing
material, such as the article that revealed that Oscar win-
ners live longer than runners-up.5

Context also matters a lot. In the post-September 11
world, interest in articles about bioterrorism and infectious
agents soared. Yet, at the same time, the resources dedi-
cated to coverage of terrorists and the war in Afghanistan
also meant there was less space for health and medical
news. And space allotment is always the ultimate determi-
nant of how much we will cover. There is, unfortunately,
no magical formula for determining what goes in that
space. What we do in the media is a crude form of fast-
tracking: we attempt to single out those particularly inter-
esting bits of research and rush them into print. Unlike
journal editors, however, we do not have the benefit of peer
reviewers, or the power to send the manuscript back for re-
visions and clarifications. The process that journalists and
news editors use in selecting which journal articles to cover
is an imperfect one; it owes as much to our personal quirks
as to timing and to what else is going on in the world. But,
as the article by Ghali and colleagues makes clear,1 the
process used for choosing which articles appear in journals
in the first place — fast-tracked or otherwise — is, despite
being more systematic, equally imperfect. Meaning that the
lay press and the scientific press have a lot more in com-
mon than we probably care to admit. And we should both
endeavour to do better, for the sake of the public that
should ultimately benefit from scientific research.
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